Dear Mr Thornton,
Contrary to the statement in your most previous letter; “I am sorry that this will not be the answer that you
had been hoping for.” Firstly please don’t be sorry, secondly the email is more than I could of hoped for as
RBWM are slowly being prized open exposing all of the underhand dealings that have taken place since 2007.
Surely you wouldn’t expect RBWM to just lie down and roll over would you? After all that might cost them
more money, and that is what this is all about as far as RBWM are concerned money! Absolutely nothing to
do with social justice and people!
If I am disappointed in anything it is your clear absence of a spirit to fight social injustice for one of your
constituents, which was not the impression I got at our meeting.
Could you please CHALLENGE RBWM with the following points:
QUOTE: “Counsel representing BCC made submissions to the judge with the aim of not disclosing confidential
privileged or sensitive information without an appropriate court order.”
RESPONSE: “not disclosing confidential privileged or sensitive information” This is a very clear admission that
there was a perversion of the course of justice between RBWM and Mr Gilbart-Smith. As we are not aware of
this “confidential privileged or sensitive information” we cannot know what the judge could or could not do in
law. But it is clear that this “confidential privileged or sensitive information” was relating to RBWM (who had
inherited and accepted BCC’s responsibilities) accusing Gilbart-Smith of raping kids in their care and RBWM
accepting money from Gilbart-Smith to keep these facts out of the public arena including any police
investigation. This is a clear perversion of the course of justice.
MR THORNTON COULD YOU PLEASE BRING RBWM TO ACCOUNT OVER THIS MATTER?
QUOTE: 1. “The amount paid by Mr Gilbart-Smith was not £1.5M.”
QUOTE: 2. “It was not even a six figure sum”
QUOTE: 3. “The payment was made towards the insurance arrangements of the former BCC and not RBWM”
RESPONSE: 1. This is not about fucking maths! It doesn’t matter if it was £1.5M or £1.50p what matters is
RBWM entered into a secret agreement and perverted the course of justice with Gilbart-Smith a man they
were accusing of raping kids in their care!
RESPONSE: 2. IT WAS NOT EVEN A SIX FIGURE SUM! This is a blatant lie! The payment Gilbart-Smith made
was seven figures, because this 7 figure payment included legal fees I have no doubt that the amount
RBWM/BCC received was a six figure sum less than £1M.
RESPONSE: 3. RBWM according to their previous correspondence inherited the liabilities and responsibilities
of BCC so these semantics just don’t cut the cloth! RBWM had the final say and authorised this immoral
corrupt deal which perverted the course of justice even more to the point RBWM struck the deal with a man
they were accusing of raping kids in their care!
MR THORNTON COULD YOU PLEASE BRING RBWM TO ACCOUNT OVER THE ABOVE MATTERS?
Mr Thornton, if this agreement was/is secret between BCC and Gilbart-Smith, then why do RBWM have this
information if RBWM are not the ones making the decisions for BCC? Please also point out to RBWM they are
in breach of BCC’s & Gilbart-Smiths corrupt out of court settlement as RBWM have publicly named GilbartSmith as a man that BCC were accusing of raping kids in their care and also RBWM have publicly named
Gilbart-Smith as the man BCC received money from in an out of court settlement. Could you please ask
RBWM if Mr Gilbart-Smith is aware of this fact, also ask them if is this Gilbart-Smith is Brian or Denham
Gilbart-Smith?
Regards,
John Affleck

